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AIS, Inc. is the fastest growing office furniture manufacturer in the industry. We offer award-winning products including 
four panel-based systems, two benching solutions, private office furniture as well as conference and other table  
solutions. We also have an extensive seating line that includes task, management, conference, guest and multipurpose 
chairs. In conjuction with our experienced dealer network, we provide total office solutions, including design and  
installation to our customers around the world that are competitively priced and deliver quickly.

Professional Services
With the advantage of in-house and dealer resources, as 
well as qualified teaming partners, AIS offers knowledge and 
expertise in:
• Design
• Technical Specifications
• Project Management and Installation
• Reconfigurations
• Move Management Services

Certifications and Contracts
GSA Contract: GS-29F-0006K
Navy BPA: N00189-17-A-0004
SIN Numbers:
711-1  Furniture Systems & Workstation Clusters
711-2  Worksurfaces, Workstations, Computer Furniture and   
 Accessories
711-3  Filing & Storage Cabinets
711-9  Executive Conference Room Furniture, Coordinated
 Tables, Case Pieces and Accessories
711-11  Tables and Accessories
711-18  General Purpose Seating
711-91  Project Management services
711-94  Design Services
711-95  Installation Service
711-96  Leasing
71-1  Packaged Offices

Project Execution
AIS provides the following advantages for optimal customer
satisfaction:
• Communication with a single point of contact concerning   
 design and specifications
• Single source purchasing
• A global network of certified dealers and installers that   
 manage a project from beginning to end

Corporate Information
Affordable Interior Systems, Inc. (AIS)
25 Tucker Drive
Leominster, MA 01453
Phone: 800.434.7400
Tax ID: 04-3489948
CAGE Code: 1SN97
DUNS Number: 62-606-0222
NAICS Code: 337214 Office Furniture Manufacturing

For More Information
Contact the GSA Team at gsa@ais-inc.com



Socio-Economic Set Aside Solutions
AIS has the ability to offer the following socio-economic set aside solutions:

8(a)   |   8(m)   |   EDWOSB   |   HUBZone   |   WOSB   |   WOB   |   SDVOSB   |   Small Business   |   VOSB   |   And More  

Steve West, GSA Business Development (Eastern Region)
Email: swest@ais-inc.com
Phone: 800.434.7400 x350

Denise Spalding, GSA Business Development (Central Region)
Email: dspalding@ais-inc.com
Phone: 800.434.7400 x331

Helen Woods, Bid & Contract Specialist 
Email: hwoods@ais-inc.com
Phone: 800.434.7400 x163

Sheppard Air Force Base
Project: 142 Matrix and Calibrate workstations
The new “80th Operations Group” sought office furniture 
with high environmental standards. AIS was selected for this 
project not only due to the company’s emphasis on environmentally 
-sound materials and lean manufacturing, but also our ability
to provide a quality product at reasonable pricing.

U.S. Department Of Wildlife
Project: 300 Matrix workstations
The Southeast Region of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
covers 430,000 square miles. The Division of Realty is in the 
regional office headquarters located in Atlanta, GA, and is 
responsible for land acquisition and all aspects of realty 
management on 128 national wildlife refuges and 19 fish 
hatcheries throughout the Southeast region. AIS’s Matrix was 
selected due to its ability to meet their strict technical  
specifications, product quality, short leadtimes and affordability.

Ft. Lewis Readiness Center
Project: 200 Matrix workstations
The “Joint Base Lewis-McChord Readiness Center” (JBLM)
validates authority for personnel, administrative and medical 
readiness of JBLM soldiers and civilians, and designates ARNG 
and USAR soldiers in preparing for mobilization or deployment. 
AIS was selected as part of a team to complete this project for 
its professional yet durable product.

Centers For Disease Control And Prevention
Project: 600 Matrix workstations
The CDC focuses on infectious diseases worldwide and acts 
as the single mouthpiece for the U.S. on diseases. The offices 
located in Hyattsville, MD are a regional headquarters for  
the agency based in Atlanta, GA. Housing 591 employees,  
the regional office will span four floors of a 10-story office 
building. The CDC selected Matrix because of the product’s 
flexibility, power and data management capabilities and the 
overall aesthetics.
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Available Products
Panel-Based Workspaces
AIS can create virtually any office configuration at the right pricepoint with our 
panel-based systems. Divi, a 2” panel system available in either monolithic or  
segmented panels, offers a traditional yet professional atmosphere, while Matrix, 
a 3” frame and tile system, offers rigid structure, more flexible wire management 
and enhanced aesthetic selections. With the incorporation of our Calibrate laminate 
storage components, AIS can maximize square footage without sacrificing privacy 
in the workplace.

Desking and Benching Workspaces
AIS provides collaboratve benching with the ability to evolve with any work  
environment. Oxygen provides exclusive wire management distribution integrated 
with a structural spine beam that accommodates electrical and data needs, while 
a wide selection of spine and territory screens provide aesthetic privacy. Additional 
paperflow accessories and laminate storage elements optimize each workspace to 
meet the requirements of today’s workforce.

Private Office Workspaces
Calibrate Series Casegoods combines elegance and function in a comprehensive 
package suitable for the executive workplace. From private offices and conference 
rooms to  reception stations, Calibrate offers a multitude of components that  
exude efficiency and professionalism with various price points to suit any  
customer’s preferences. 

Seating
With a comprehensive seating offering, AIS has the ability to furnish any space from 
the executive office to the conference room. Executive and task seating options  
offer customizable support and comfort, complemented by an extensive selection 
of side and stacking seating options ideal for offices, training rooms, or cafeterias.
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